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Don't look behind you.Thanks to an amazing promotion, Sammy and John can begin renovations at

Overwatch house. During demolition, they find a mirror in the attic that John wants to throw away,

but Sammy seems to fall more and more in love with it every day. The only issue, the person in the

mirror looking back at you isn't you. The attic is a fast-paced paranormal thriller novella meant to be

devoured in one or two sittings. Just be careful that it doesn't bite you back. While the story contains

no gore, swearing, nor explicit scenes, some readers may find it frightening.
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This book is scary!

Good reading

I received a free book a this is my honest voluntarily review.I really enjoyed this book.Sammy comes



home from her job at the carver mental health as she has been given a job promotion as she is

being put in charge of the new South wing for maximum security cases.There have been some

strange things happening at home and all the feelings are coming from a old mirror they found in the

attic. John, Sammy, s fiance wanted it out the house, the story unfolds and all sorts of strange

things happen but you need to read it for yourself. I couldn't put it down.

I was delighted to be invited back into the company of Sammy and John at Overwatch House, but

the story was disappointing.The chills that graced book 1 in the series were sadly lacking here (until

the epilogue) and the plot felt lacklustre.There was also little in the way of character development,

Sammy and John just plodded along.I voluntarily reviewed an ARC of this book.

Imagine you've bought your dream house (well it will be once you fix things up). You find a beautiful

mirror in the attic that you clean and hang in your entryway. But strange things start happening, to

you, your husband, and even people you're near. And then you begin to see someone evil in the

mirror, reaching for you. What would you do?I enjoyed this book a lot. With all the tension being built

and the sixpence through the book it just felt a little flat at the end. I received an ARC and voluntarily

provided this review.

This is the continuation from book 1. Sam and John have now bought the house...along with more

troubles. Now promoted as RN they begin renovations and remodeling. Finding an old mirror seems

a stroke of good luck.....or is it?This is a good chiller tale. Just wish it was a bit darker like the first

one.

This is the continuation of the Things That Go Bump in the Night series and was a fun read. Sammy

and John discover a mirror that has someone in it and the adventure begins. This is an enjoyable

thrill of a book. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced readers copy of this book and really enjoyed it.

For honest review. Samantha and John find a mirror but it has a entity in it. This is a good story and

has a mystery to it.
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